DWM Designs

Testimonials

Thank you!...Patricia helped me to renovate my main floor. I had a very damaged property with lots of challenges and a
very low budget. She helped me to get high quality products at the lowest possible price and... she also made it look like
a magazine....IT WAS A BEAUTIFUL AND HIGH VALUE TRANSFORMATION FOR MY MAIN FLOOR! N.M.
(Residential customer) Thank you Patricia for the selection of colors. They were a hit! Everyone liked them in the family.
Thanks also for the selection of the chandelier, it looks really beautiful and suits the area perfectly well. Also, I appreciate
the name you gave me for the installer who did a wonderful job. He was polite and professional at all times. P.C.
(Residential customer) Thank you Patricia for your help with the decor of my house. I loved the colors, the items selected
and going shopping. I also want to thank you for your personable ways. I felt that you did the work very professionaly but
also you valued me as a person. Dr. R. (Residential customer) Thanks Patricia for providing me with the potlights, I truly
like working with you and on the design projects you refer me to. Mike (Trade - Contractor) Thank you Patricia for bringing
Kevin to renovate areas of the Banquet Hall. He did an amazing work with the glass and mirrors. T. M. (Manager) Thanks
Patricia for your high level of customer service and professionalism when providing with lighting for my project. S. M.
(Design Professional) Thanks from the bottom of my heart! I was very concerned about my bedroom design. My husband
is a designer and we have travelled around the world. We have purchased a lot of precious fabrics and... we could not
put the idea together in a way that both of us would be happy with. Patricia came and did such an incredible job with the
arrangement that we loved it to the point of tears. It was a very special moment! Deep Thanks also to the lovely lady who
Patricia referred for the draperies and conforters. J & H (residential customers)
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